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rodney (,) dirk

at the right speed, quiet, with delay

Mandolin

in the first section axe-cent the new notes slightly when they first appear.

when I tell you, begin tuning the open string(s) down to the F harmonic series!
do it gradually, a little at a time for all the 2² or 3 strings
begin tuning B# to B
begin tuning E to Eb

begin tuning A# to A

[F harmonic series complete]

(learn this only)

long live Henry I!
Section 2

how many couples may dance with each other?

gradually tune, when playing open strings, to the Bb harmonic series of last measure

In sex-shun 2, play any measure any number of thymes. Play the measures in any disorder, and make up your own 3, foor, and five-nodte condemnations derived from the measure marked with the win gum *mobitus* (N) or from the last measure in sect-scion 1, or from both. Leave out notes in any of the "lines" as you wysh.